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Can you eat like a bear?A sleepy bear awakes in spring and goes to find food. But what is there
to eat in April? In May? Follow along and eat like a bear throughout the year: fish from a stream,
ants from a tree, and delicious huckleberries from a bush. Fill up your belly and prepare for the
long winter ahead, when you'll snuggle into your warm den and snore like a bear once again.
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waldorf_curric, “Wonderful book for the curious nature-loving child. This is a wonderful book for
a child who is curious to know more about the grizzly bear... what exactly does it eat? Month by
month, this author shows us the bear hunting for food and what it creatively finds to fill its belly
as the weather and the seasons change. Fascinating! Great illustrations too. This is a good
book if you are homeschooling multiple ages, since there is much more detailed information in
the back. And be prepared to get out a map to find Yellowstone National Park and Glacier
National Park!”

Chris Kramer, “Kids give Eat Like a Bear thumbs up!. Students and teacher alike love this book.
While it is an E book, it is full of information about the life cycle of the brown bear. Sells better
than another book we have by the author, Vulture View.”

Nancy Eshelman, “Five Stars. Great book”

bookgramma, “Their mama tells me they loved it.. I sent this to my young grandsons and
included several of the foods mentioned in the book. Their mama tells me they loved it.”

Corkie Ramey, “eat like a bear. This is a great childrens book for my bear presentations in the
schools.  These presentations are for environmental education classes.”

LPS, “Wonderful information in vivid, fun-to-read language!. I like that the author of this book is
speaking directly to me. “Can you eat like a bear?” I’m not sure if I can, but I’m interested to find
out:>)The book goes month by month from April to November, and then there’s just one entry for
mid-winter, since adult bears hibernate over the winter and don’t gather food. I like how the art
and the food changes from month to month and season to season.I really love the language in
this book. It’s my favorite thing about it. The sentences are short and active. And there’s a lot of
rhyme here, even though it’s not a rhyming picture book. But lines like:Bushes? Bare. No berries
there.Those kinds of lines make me happy. And even when there’s no rhyme, you can still tell the
author has played with words to pick the ones that make the sentences sound just right and fun
to say.Dig in. Dig down.Paw and claw and pull.Find…… a hide,a starving bison that died in
winter’s cold.Gnaw the frozen meat from its bones.Nope, I can’t eat like a bear! But I do like
READING about how to eat like a bear.The end matter covers a lot of information, which I like,
but it feels a little crammed onto the spread. There’s so much text that it looks like too much
information. Other than that, I really love this book.”

The book by April Pulley Sayre has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 33 people have provided feedback.
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